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Introduction
There has been a rapid increase in the use and technological advancement 
of digital communication media worldwide in recent years.  Among the 
implications of this phenomenon to digital reference services are the cor-
responding growth in the use of the services and diversification of users 
and questions, which challenge the maintenance of the quality of digital 
reference services. Moreover, digital reference services are facing another 
challenge, posed by a new generation, who “want not just speedy answers, 
but full gratification of their information requests on the spot” (Radford 
and Connaway, 2007a p.5). This poster presents an on-going study that at-
tempts to implement an automated detection of the quetion types and 
subject area of digital reference questions for the purpose of question 
triage for the purpose of question triage, based on the proposal by Pomer-
antz and Lankes (2003).
Current Design:
Approach
The study will conduct a two-stage experiment that uses a machine learning 
(ML) text classification software (Witten and Frank, 2005). 
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As a baseline, following attributes are considered to be used:
  •    Simple word or phrase count
  •    Question length
  •    Syntactic variables (e.g. part-of speech, depth of the parsing tree)
The study will attempt to improve the performance of the baseline system 
by generating additional attributes using the knowledge organization sys-
tems (KOS) such as the followings:
  •   Classification Schemes (e.g. Library of Congress Classificaiton (LCC))
  •   Thesauri (e.g. ERIC Thesaurus, WordNet) 
  •   Encyclopedia (e.g. Wikipedia)
Inputs to system are  manually annotated reference questions to a 
digital reference service. 
In the first stage, the system learns to classify the questions into the 
types of questions. 
In the second stage, the system learns to classify the questions into 
the subject areas.
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Work in Progress
              Correctly Identified    Incorrectly Identified      
      Decision Tree    67 (40.12%)        100 (59.88%)
Baseline   Naive Bayes     77 (46.11%)        90 (53.89%)
      SVM        74 (44.31%)        93 (55.69%)
      Decision Tree     65 (38.92%)        102 (61.08%)
+LCCO    Naive Bayes     75 (43.71%)        94 (56.29%)
      SVM        71 (42.51%)        96 (57.49%)
Annotation:  
Preliminary Results:
Following question types are used based on Radford, M. L. and Connaway, L. 
S. (2007b), and Katz, W.A. (2001):
Question Types
Subject Search    
Ready Reference
Procedural/Policy   
Holding
Research
Directional
Inappropriate
Unknown
Examples
I need info on Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) 
What is the capital of Bolivia 
who to renew books online? 
Hello, I'm looking for a book called "Become a wedding planner." Thanks! 
what is the effect of dysfunctional famalies upon teenage dating?
(not found)
What's 2+2 
who was the first black perosn? 
Data:
A collection of initial user inputs from randomly selected 
transaction logs of the OCLC QuestionPoint service, dated 
from December 2005 to December 2006 (Total 440 ses-
sions). 
* The data was compiled originally by Radford, M. L. and 
   Connaway, L. S.  (2005) for the on-going study.
• Philosophy. Psychology. Religion          • History 
• Geography. Anthropology. Recreation        • Social Sciences
• Political Science                • Law
• Education                  • Music
• Fine Arts                   • Language And Literature
• Science                   • Medicine
• Agriculture                  • Technology
• Military Science                • Naval Science
• Bibliography. Library Science.
  •  200 questions are annotated with question types.
  •  Baseline attributes uses simple word counts (bag-of-words).
  •  Additional attributes (+LCCO) counts the number of occurrences of 
  terms that are listed under each class in the LCC outline. 
  •  For comparison, three claissifiers are used: Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, 
       and Support Vector Machine (SVM). 
* The gray-colored components are yet to be implemented. 
Following subject categories were identified from the LCC outline:
Future Work:
• More annotated data
• More sophisticated baseline attributes,  by utilizing NLP tools such as 
 syntactic parser
• Expanding the LCC outline with a thesaurus/encyclopedia 
